Evolutionary Fuzzy Systems (EFSs) are fuzzy systems augmented by a learning process based on evolutionary computation such as evolutionary algorithms (EAs). These systems contribute with several advantages in the development of algorithms, and specifically in the development of subgroup discovery (SD) approaches. SD is a descriptive data mining technique using supervised learning in order to describe data with respect to a property of interest.
Introduction
SD is a descriptive data mining technique for describing unusual features with respect to a variable of interest (or target variable) [1, 2] . This data mining technique contributes with interesting knowledge to the scientific community from different points of view: interest, generality and precision. Throughout the literature, there is a wide number of SD algorithms based on exhaustive strategies (such as CN2-SD [3] , Apriori-SD [4] , SDMap [5] ), or genetic algorithms (such as SDIGA [6] , MESDIF [7] and NMEEF-SD [8] ), amongst others.
This contribution is focused on the use of EFSs for SD because this type of systems are very suitable in order to develop algorithms to solve this task. An EFS can be described as a fuzzy system [9] augmented with a learning process based on evolutionary computation [10] . Fuzzy systems are very suitable for knowledge representation in SD. This is because they are usually considered in the form of fuzzy-rule based systems, which is the more common knowledge representation in SD. In addition, fuzzy logic allow to consider uncertainty, and represent the continuous variables in a manner which is close to human reasoning. In this way, interpretable fuzzy rules consider continuous variables as linguistic ones where values are represented through fuzzy linguistic labels (LLs). On the other hand, evolutionary computation is a well known and widely used global search technique with the ability to explore a large search space, which is usually the case in SD tasks, so it is a beneficial strategy to tackle SD problems.
Specifically, this contribution presents FuGePSD [11] , an algorithm based on genetic programming [12] that employs a tree with a variable-length structure to represent the individuals of the population. This algorithm employs different mechanisms and specific operators in order to maximise the quality with respect to the SD algorithms presented up to the moment. Its benefits are highlighted in an experimental study using a wide number of datasets and its validity is analysed with respect to all the EFSs for SD presented throughout the literature.
To do so, the paper is organised as follows. Firstly, preliminary concepts are described in Section 2. Next, Section 3 presents the FuGePSD algorithm in which a complete description of the algorithm can be observed. Section 4 present all information related to the experimental framework and the study. Finally, Section 5 outlines the main conclusions.
Related Work
This section introduces main concepts used for the FuGePSD: SD is presented in Section 2.1 where the definition, main properties and quality measures for SD are outlined. Next, an introduction to EFSs together the main proposals based on EFSs for SD are presented in Section 2.2.
Subgroup Discovery
SD is a descriptive data mining technique based on supervised learning. The concept of SD was initially introduced by Kloesgen [1] and Wrobel [2] . The main purpose of SD is to seek and explore relationships between different properties or variables with respect to a target variable, and representations of the knowledge are performed through rules which consist of induced subgroup descriptions [13, 3] . Each rule R can be formally defined as:
where T arget value is a value for the variable of interest (target variable) for the SD task (which also ) appears as Class in the literature), and Cond is commonly a conjunction of features (attribute-value pairs) which is able to describe an unusual statistical distribution with respect to the T arget value .
Despite the use of a target variable, SD is a descriptive induction task using supervised learning while classification is a predictive task. Main differences between SD and classification can be observed in [14] .
The most important elements considered for an SD approach are [15] : the target variable, the search strategy, the descriptive language of the subgroups and the quality measures used. Reviews about major properties, features, algorithms and real-world problems solved through the application of SD algorithms can be found in [14, 16] .
The most relevant quality measures used throughout the literature of SD are presented below:
• Unusualness: The weighted relative accuracy of a rule [17] measures interest and a tradeoff between generality and precision. It can be computed as: 
This quality measure can be found in the literature as the Support based on the examples of the class, Recall or T P rate, and its domain is [0, 1].
• Confidence: This measures the relative frequency of examples satisfying the complete rule amongst those satisfying only the antecedent for fuzzy rules [18] . It is computed as:
Evolutionary Fuzzy Systems
An EFS [19] is basically a fuzzy system augmented by a learning process based on evolutionary computation [10] . Specifically, fuzzy systems are usually considered in the form of fuzzy-rule based systems (FRBSs), which are composed of "IF-THEN" rules where both the antecedent and consequent can contain fuzzy logic statements. On the other hand, EAs are well known and widely used global search techniques with the ability to explore a large search space. Therefore, EAs can be used in the development of FRBSs offering a great potential as a search tool, allowing the inclusion of domain knowledge and the obtaining of better rules. In summary, the properties of this type of systems make them highly suitable for the development of SD approaches. In fact, the use of fuzzy rules, based on fuzzy logic [9] , already allow to consider uncertainty, and also to represent the continuous variables in a manner which is close to human reasoning. In this way, interpretable fuzzy rules consider continuous variables as linguistic ones, where values are represented through fuzzy linguistic labels (LLs).
Eq. 4 represents a canonical fuzzy rule:
T HEN T arget value
where:
• X = {X m /m = 1, . . . , n v } is a set of features used to describe the subgroups, and n v is the number of descriptive features.
• T = {T arget value /j = 1, . . . , n tv } is a set of values for the target variable, and n tv is the number of values for the target variable.
The fuzzy set corresponding to each LL can be specified by the user or defined by means of uniform partitions if knowledge is not available. On the other hand, the most used schemes of representation for the EAs considered within EFS are "Chromosome = rule" and "Chromosome = set of rules" approaches.
Throughout the literature different EFSs for SD have been presented [16] . All of them use EAs for the search process, and are able to obtain models which are both simple and precise. These proposals are summarised below:
• SDIGA [6] is a mono-objective EFS for SD.
This algorithm follows the IRL approach [20] , a specific type of the "chromosome=rule" representation. It searches for rules for each value of the target variable. SDIGA is able to represent fuzzy canonical or DNF rules with a predefined set of linguistic labels. Fitness function is an aggregation function with different quality measures such as unusualness, sensitivity and confidence.
• MESDIF [21] is a multiobjective EFS following the SPEA2 approach [22] . It also uses the "chromosome=rule" representation. It is executed for each value of the target variable so obtaining the Pareto front for each of its values. Due to its multiobjective approach, the expert can choose between a wide number of quality measures in order to maximise the defined objectives.
• NMEEF-SD [8] is a multiobjective EFS following the NSGA-II [23] approach. It codifies each candidate solution according to the "chromosome=rule" approach. The consequent is prefixed to one of the possible values of the target variable and so NMEEF-SD is executed as many times as the number of different values of the target variable. It is able to represent canonical and DNF fuzzy rules and allows to choose up to three quality measures as objectives of the evolutionary process.
Fuzzy Genetic Programming-based algorithm for Subgroup Discovery
The Fuzzy Genetic Programming-based algorithm for Subgroup Discovery, FuGePSD [11] , is an EFS based on a genetic programming algorithm [12] with the ability to extract descriptive fuzzy rules for the SD task. Firstly, it is important to note the representation and the approach used in the algorithm. FuGePSD represents individuals through the "chromosome=rule" approach including both the antecedent and the consequent of the rule. In this way, this algorithm is executed only once obtaining rules for the different values of the target variable in opposite to the remaining EFSs for SD presented in the literature.
FuGePSD utilises a context-free grammar which allows the learning of fuzzy rules and the absence of some input features, a process giving rise to compact and simple rules. The fuzzy sets (LL 1 ,LL 2 ,· · · ,LL n ) are defined by means of an uniform partition. On the other hand, FuGePSD employs the genetic cooperativecompetition approach [24] where rules of the population cooperate and compete between them in order to obtain the optimal solution. It is also im- 
portant to remark that individuals are of variable length just like population with a variable number of individuals throughout the evolutionary process. In this way, FuGePSD is able to obtain rules with different number of variables in the antecedent part of the rule associated to the complexity of the subgroup to describe.
The algorithm starts with the generation of a main population (M ainP op) which is evaluated and adapted throughout the evolutionary process by means of different operators through the generation, and the offspring population (Of f SpingP op) is generated and evaluated. The offspring population has the same size as the main one.
Different genetic operators are applied to generate the offspring population from the main population, so that all the individuals generated in the offspring population are a modification of one individual of the main population. All the new individuals obtained must meet with the rules of the context-free grammar, which is defined in Table 1 . Through a probabilistic way a child individual is generated with one of the following operators:
• Crossover: It is a genetic operator that combines two individuals. The new individual may be better than both of the parents if it heritages part of the properties from each of them. It is necessary to select two individuals in order to apply this operator. A component of the first parent is randomly selected and exchanged with another part of the second parent (also randomly selected), but under the constraint that the offspring produced must be valid according to the defined grammar. Only one of the two children is returned as a descendant.
• Mutation: This operator is used to improve the diversity of the offspring population. This operator alters one variable (selected in a random manner) of the individual by selecting a value, different of the original one, and considering the rules of the grammar.
• Insertion: The insertion of variables in an individual aims to include more precise rules in the model, so improving the precision and confidence of the set of rules obtained. This operator inserts a new variable in the individual whose value is generated in a random manner.
It is not applied if the individual already has all the variables initialised according to the grammar.
• Dropping: The algorithm randomly selects a variable of the individual to be removed. This variable is no longer considered in the rule, so obtaining a more general one. This operator is not applied if the individual hence has only one variable following with the grammar of the algorithm.
Both populations (main and offspring) are joined in a new population (JoinP op).
Due to the use of a cooperative-competitive approach, both individuals and population of the main population are evaluated in a separate manner, since it is necessary to evaluate the individuals and populations through two independent fitness functions. Hence, individuals compete between themselves with respect to a local fitness, and cooperate in order to obtain a population which is more adapted to the problem. Both functions will be referred to as fitness function and global fitness, respectively.
• Fitness function: This is calculated through the unusualness (Eq. 1). The use of a single quality measure as objective in the evolutionary process usually allows the algorithm to choose and select the individuals with the best values in this quality measure during the evolutionary process.
• Global fitness: This is estimated through an adaptation score in order to obtain the best population during the whole evolutionary process. In this way, it is necessary to calculate the accuracy of the set of rules using the normalised sum of the predictions for each rule. The global fitness is defined as follows:
GlobalF itness = (5)
where n R is the average number of rules of the population, n v the number of descriptive variables, and AAR [25] the mean value of the accuracy for each single value of the target variable (calculated as):
The global fitness employs different weights (w 1 , w 2 and w 3 ) in order to give a 'trade-off' between accuracy and interpretability. The most suited values are 0.7 out of 1 for w 1 , and the remaining 0.3 out of 1 for w 2 and w 3 , because the main idea is to obtain a precise model with a low number of rules and a low number of variables for the set of rules. The use of 1-n v and 1-n R gives rise to an excessive number of rules and variables being penalised in the population score.
Finally, the token competition operator [26, 27] is applied in order to improve the diversity among the individuals at phenotype level, emulating the behaviour of a natural environment. Individuals with good niches will attempt to exploit it exclusively, and prevent more individuals to share its resources, unless a newer one is stronger than that initially developed. Therefore, the other individuals are required to seek their own niches. These properties provide diversity in the population to the algorithm. Moreover, this operator reduces the number of rules because all individuals without tokens will be deleted.
This operator orders the individuals of the population from highest to lowest fitness. Next, the individual with the highest fitness will exploit its niches by seizing as many tokens as it can. The other individuals entering the same niches will have their strength decreased, since they cannot compete with the stronger ones. This is achieved by introducing a penalisation to the fitness score of each individual, a limit which is based on the number of tokens which each individual has seized:
where, count(R i ) is the number of tokens of the rule actually seized, and ideal(R i ) is the total number of tokens that it can seize which is equivalent to the number of examples that the rule matches. If one rule seizes zero tokens, its fitness is modified to zero directly. On termination of the application of this mechanism, the size of the population is reduced with the individuals, where P enalizedF itness is greater than zero. This evolutionary process is controlled through the number of generations and at the end of this process, the algorithm performs a screening function on the best population (BestP op) of the complete evolutionary process in order to obtain rules only with values greater than a threshold of sensitivity and confidence. In general, these thresholds should be configured above 60% because subgroups obtained must be precise and general and both quality measures are ideal to meet these objectives. This function is able to control, through an external parameter, the necessity of obtaining rules for all the values of the target variable, only obtaining the best rules. If the final rule set is empty, FuGePSD returns the best rule with respect to confidence. In this way, the algorithm always obtains rules. 
Algorithm 1
Operation pseudo code for the FuGePSD algorithm Output RuleSet Begin Generate M ainP op Evaluate M
Experimental Study
The experimental study has been performed with the following datasets obtained from the UCI Repository of machine learning databases [28] : Appendicitis, Australian, Balance, Bridges, Cleveland, Diabetes, Echo, German, Glass, Haberman, Heart, Hepatitis, Ionosphere, Iris, Led, Vehicle and Wine 1 . It is important to remark that all datasets used in this experimental study contain at least one continuous variable.
To analyse the interest of the FuGePSD algorithm, the study compares the results with those of the remaining EFSs algorithms for SD (SDIGA, MESDIF and NMEEF-SD). The estimation of the quality measures (unusualness, sensitivity and fuzzy confidence) are obtained through a 10-fold crossvalidation. In addition, according to the fact that all algorithms are stochastic, three executions are performed, and an average result from 30 values is shown for each dataset. It is important to highlight that values of a set of rules in unusualness, sensitivity and fuzzy confidence are computed as the average for all the rules in the set.
As we have previously mentioned, all the algorithms employ fuzzy confidence. This quality measure was defined in [6] and it is an adaptation of the standard confidence which measures precision within the domain [0, 1] through the antecedent part compatibility, which is the degree of compatibility between an example and the antecedent component of a fuzzy rule, i.e., the degree of membership for the example to the fuzzy subspace delimited by the antecedent part of the rule.
Average results of the algorithms are shown in Table 2, where name of the algorithms are abbreviated to NM (NMEEF-SD), SD (SDIGA), ME (MESDIF) and Fu (FuGePSD).
FuGePSD obtains the best values in average for all the quality measures analysed. However, in order to to complete the analysis, statistical tests are needed to check for significant differences between both proposals. In this way, the Wilcoxon statisical test [29] is applied to establish a ranking between FuGePSD and NMEEFSD. Table 4 represents the results of this test where R + corresponds to the sum of the ranks for algorithn FuGePSD and R − corresponds to the ranks of algorithm NMEEFSD.
An analysis for each quality measure is performed below:
• Unusualness measures the novelty and interest of the subgroups obtained. In this way, FuGePSD gets the significance differences and the best results in 11 out of 17 datasets. In addition, in some datasets such as Iris, Ionosphere or Wine, the FuGePSD obtains results very close to the maximum possible, which is a good indicator of the quality of this algorithm in order to obtain interesting and interpretable rules.
• Sensitivity measures generality and precision in subgroups. As can be observed in the results, although FuGePSD obtains the best results only in 3 out of 17 datasets, it obtains the best average results in the experimental study. In this way, FuGePSD obtains a good level of sensitivity in a homogeneous manner throughout the experimental study in opposite to the remaining algorithms. The average result in this quality measure is higher than 80%, which show the general character of this algorithm.
• Fuzzy confidence measures the precision of the subgroups obtained. In this quality measure, FuGePSD also obtains significance differences with a value very close to 90% of precision in the subgroups obtained, also obtaining the best results in 11 out of 17 datasets.
Considering the properties of the SD task and the guidelines about SD presented in [16] , the key factors for an SD approach are the obtaining of interesting and simple subgroups, covering the majority • novelty subgroups because values obtained in unusualness are relevant, so it provides the experts with information to describe unusual and interesting behaviour within the data; and • the best relation between sensitivity and confidence, as it obtains results with a good precision where the majority examples covered belong to the target variable. It is important to remark this factor because it is very difficult to obtain this compromise due to the frequent loss in a measure when trying to increase the other.
Conclusions
In this work, we have presented an EFS for SD based on genetic programming. Throughout the literature, EFSs have shown an excellent behaviour to cope with SD problems. In fact, such systems have been successful in several experimental studies presented in recent times. FuGePSD algorithm is based on genetic programming, which together with fuzzy logic provides interpretability to the rules extracted. This is because the use of a knowledge representation close to the expert. In addition, fuzzy logic also avoids the necessity to make a previous discretisation. Moreover, FuGePSD obtains a compact and diverse rule set through the use of the token competition operator. This operator promotes the evolution of different individuals, i.e. this operator forces individuals to seek their own niches in the search space, so extending the diversity.
A wide experimental study focused on datasets with continuous variables shows that FuGePSD obtains a good trade-off between novelty and precision.
Specifically, this study shows that FuGePSD improves the results of the rest of the EFSs for SD presented up to the moment. Fuzzy subgroups obtained by FuGePSD are more accurate and cover more examples. These subgroups considered separately demonstrate not only improved relationships between sensitivity and confidence, but excellent results in unusualness which is a key quality measure in SD.
